
 The T@B  was born of the innovative designs of former bodybuilder, Alfred 

Tabbert who learned the trade of auto body production while employed by Siemens-

Automobilwerken in Berlin.  

 
In 1935 he began his own automobile factory in Schweinfurt, Lower Franconia, but it 
suffered damage during the war. After the war he began producing farm trucks 
and trailers.  In 1953, the classic teardrop shape of post-war home-builds, often from 

scrapped airplane parts, was expanded to a larger caravan and eventually went into 

production in spite of destructive fire and other setbacks. His first design the Tabbert 

ideal tapped into post war mobility and caravanning and was nearly an instant success 

when introduced 2 years later. His design was influenced by the streamlining and 

graceful lines of the era and was produced by oil hardened press plates. It weighed 530 

pounds and was just over 5 feet 4 inches wide.  
 

                             
 
By the time of his heart attack and death at his factory in 1973 he had produced over 

25,000 caravans with many different models. Known for their “Ivory coloured, 
synthetic resin paintwork, all-round aluminium strips, skilfully painted wood grain,” 
Tabbert was the leading manufacturer of caravans in Germany through the 70’s, 
but fell on hard times following his death.  In 1987 it was revived through the 
actions of Tabbert Industrie AG (TIAG) as holding company. 

 



 In 1996, Knaus another leading trailer company (founded by Helmut Knaus in 1960) 

joined with Tabbert Industrie AG (TIAG) in cooperative venturing which resulted in 

amalgamation ultimately in 2001. In 2008 Knaus Tabbert went bankrupt but holdings 

were purchased by a Dutch holding company, HTP Investments BV, and production 

began again resulting in over 10,000 trailers by the following year.  

 

T@B Trailers were first produced at the Tabbert Caravan Factory in Jandelsbrunn, near 

Frankfurt Germany. Referred to as the “small one” and having a “pregnant outline” in 

market literature to the present, the T@B has attained cult status. Current models include 

the T@b (320 RS), T@b white( 320 RS White), T@b offroad (201) 320 sports orange or 

yellow, and T@b RL (450i T) and can include luggage racks, leather upholstery and 

sleek European design. The current T@B sports the Orange or Yellow ABS trim that has 

become so distinctive. 

 

The T@B trailer was introduced as a joint venture with its German manufacturer to the 

US market by Dutchmen, a subsidiary of Thor Industries ( who also bought Airstream) 

since its acquisition in 1991. Introduced in 2003 as a lightweight lower priced alternative 

to its larger models, it has sported its colorful distinctive ABS plastic trim from the 

beginning. Models included the T2 version with fiberglass sides rather than an all 

aluminum version.  The @ in the T@b wordmark is said to evoke the dot.com era, but 

one reference claims it means “take America back.” 

 

In 2009 manufacturing of the T@B by Dutchman ceased because of rumored lack of 

profitability of the line. Some 2010 models were produced with left over materials. In 

2011 Little Guy Worldwide whose trailers are manufactured by Pleasant Valley Trailers 

near Massillon Ohio (though there are currently plans for a new manufacturing facility) 

purchased the US rights from Dutchman and has began to innovate putting its own mark 

on the T@B design.  The US styled door handles, curvy exterior light and fold out steps 

are the two most apparent external clues to the newer manufacture, though there are other 

changes as well.  

 

The Yahoo Tabtrailer group was started in 2003 and has accompanied the persistent 

growth of the T@b trailers popularity in the US all the way.  

 
Submitted by Kevin (Tabpole, 2012 model). I have done my best with frequent German language sources 

and the very little information available, but I expect there may be some errors or missing information. 

Please feel free to contact me with additional information or for corrections.  

 

 


